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Professional and durable to be used in combination with gas, 
particles or combined cartridges series 2000. These half masks are 
ideal for the handling of dangerous chemical substances, toxic gases, 
solvents and dusts. Suitable for use in chemical and pharmaceutical 
companies, agriculture, mining industry and for spray painting. 

DUETTA is an economic and comfortable model with limited 
maintenance.
DUO is a professional, durable and decontaminable facepiece.
DUPLA is a full face mask to be used in combination with two gas or 
combined cartridges series 2000.

SPASCIANI cartridges are available in many versions and capacities 
with high performances. 
They are the result of the fruitful Research & Development and of the 
technology improvement.
Consult the table  “GUIDE TO FILTER SELECTION” at page 68.

Cartridge masks and half masks

102530000 Half mask DUETTA limited maintenance

102000000 Half mask DUO prolonged use

113090000 Mask TR 2002 “DUPLA”

Kit cartridge half masks

103100000 DUETTA A1B1P2 + 50 prefilters BRICOLAGE

103110000 DUETTA + cartridges 2040 A2P2 NR

102100000 Kit DUO + cartridges 2040 A2P3 R

102110000 Kit DUO + cartridges 2040 A2P2 NR
Dupla Kit Duetta

Duetta

Duo
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DUETTA

DUETTA is the ideal facepiece for use during spray painting, crops 
spraying and in the handling of hazardous chemicals, toxic gases, 
solvents and dusts.
The soft edge comfortably seats on the face contour while a rigid shell 
holds the cartridges evenly distributing masses.
DUETTA shall be used together with filter cartridges SPASCIANI series 
2000 produced in accordance with EN14387 & EN143.
Filter cartridges can accept special prefilters which prevent the 
clogging of the particle filter in particularly dusty environments.

KIT DUETTA is composed of a 
DUETTA facepiece and a couple 
of filter cartridges selected from 
those compatible.

Kit Duetta

Rigid shell giving strength and 
incorporating the bayonet connection; 

made of shock and solvent resistant plastic

Soft co-moulded sealing edge
for a confortable fit 

2 adjusting buckles

Exhalation membrane

Head band made of an elasticated webbing
and a nape rest made of nylon.
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DUO
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DUO is a professional, durable, decontaminable  facepiece ideal for 
use during the handling of hazardous chemicals, toxic gases, solvents, 
dusts and spray painting.

DUO shall be used together with filter cartridges SPASCIANI series 
2000 produced in accordance with EN14387 & EN143.
Filter cartridges can accept special prefilters which prevent the 
clogging of the particle filter in particularly dusty environments.

KIT DUO is composed of a 
professional DUO facepiece and a 
couple of filter cartridges selected 
from those compatible.

Head band

Elastic neck band 

Nape rest

Mask body of TPE

Exhalation valve lid

Exhalation membrane

Bayonet connection
of shock & solvent-resistant  plastic

Quick buckle

Kit Duo
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